Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a neurosurgical treatment modality that is widely used in the treatment of movement disorders associated with neurological conditions such as Parkinson's disease.[@R1] It is also being investigated as an experimental treatment for patients suffering from a range of serious treatment-refractory psychiatric disorders such as depression,[@R3] obsessive-compulsive disorder[@R4] and anorexia nervosa.[@R5] DBS poses a number of perioperative and postoperative risks[@R7] that have been widely discussed elsewhere in the ethics literature.[@R8] Yet, for many patients, the potential benefits of DBS may plausibly outweigh these risks.

In the context of Parkinson's disease brain lesioning procedures (such as thalamotomy and pallidotomy) have been largely superseded by DBS, where both interventions are available for a particular patient. Part of the reason for this is that comparative studies have established that DBS has fewer adverse effects and results in a greater overall improvement in function for patients.[@R11] In contrast, the  increasing interest in psychiatric DBS has been accompanied by a growing number of studies investigating lesioning procedures (such as anterior capsulotomy and anterior cingulotomy) for psychiatric disorders.[@R13] [^i^](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Crucially, to date there have been no published comparative studies of DBS and brain lesioning procedures for psychiatric disorders (unlike Parkinson's disease).[@R16]

So, although DBS is often described as a 'last resort' treatment for some psychiatric patients who have exhausted conventional treatment avenues, this is not strictly true; brain lesioning surgery might also be posited as a further treatment modality that could offer a chance of some therapeutic benefit for some such patients.[@R16] Moreover, given both the paucity of evidence for both interventions, and the lack of any comparative studies, we do not yet have conclusive evidence to establish that DBS would be a more effective treatment than a lesioning procedure for a particular psychiatric disorder. In the absence of such evidence, the question of whether we should understand DBS to be a preferable treatment modality to lesioning procedures in psychiatry must turn on other factors.

In particular, the following three factors are typically invoked to suggest that DBS is preferable to lesioning approaches in the psychiatric context. First, in experimental contexts, DBS allows for the investigation of different neuronal targets. This is particularly important in contexts where there is a lack of consensus concerning the neural underpinnings of the targeted disorder.[@R6] Second, clinical teams can titrate stimulation parameters to the needs of the particular patient, allowing them to potentially reach a balance between harmful side effects and the therapeutic effect of stimulation. Third and finally, it is possible to entirely cease stimulation (and to entirely explant the DBS system if the patient is willing to undergo a further neurosurgical procedure). On the basis of this feature, DBS is frequently described as reversible, in contrast to the irreversible effects of brain lesioning procedures.

In considering whether to pursue DBS treatment or lesioning where comparative effectiveness has not been established, the above three beneficial features of DBS are to be weighed against factors speaking in favour of lesioning over DBS. These include the lower financial costs of lesioning, the lack of need for the recipient's long-term compliance with treatment protocols, and the fact that there are perioperative risks associated with the long-term maintenance of a DBS device that are not applicable to lesioning procedures.[@R17]

Notwithstanding the support that these factors lend to lesioning approaches, as Stahl *et al* note (p 5), the apparent reversibility of DBS is often offered to justify the claim that DBS is nonetheless superior to lesioning approaches. Yet these authors (and others) have called the reversibility of DBS into question by appealing to empirical data suggesting non-stimulation-dependent effects of DBS. This has considerable ethicolegal implications. Indeed, Stahl *et al* forcibly criticise the claim that DBS is reversible in order to argue that psychiatric DBS should be subject to the same restrictive safeguards as brain lesioning procedures in psychiatry.[@R20] Elsewhere, the normative significance of this debate about DBS' reversibility is amplified by the fact that brain lesioning procedures are increasingly being championed as a rival paradigm to DBS for psychiatric disorders.[@R15]

In response to this recent trend in the literature, I shall defend what I shall call the 'reversibility claim'. The reversibility claim, as I understand it, incorporates two elements:The *descriptive* claim that DBS evinces reversible effects.The *evaluative* claim that, *ceteris paribus*, DBS is a morally preferable form of intervention to brain lesioning procedures, by virtue of its reversible effects.

It is vital that both elements of the reversibility claim are recognised; I shall consider each in turn. I shall concede that critics of the reversibility claim are correct to claim that it is false if the descriptive element is understood to apply indiscriminately to all aspects of DBS, such that it is understood to evince *only* reversible effects. However, I shall argue that it is possible to defend a more plausible version of the reversibility claim.

The descriptive claim {#s1}
=====================

The descriptive element of the reversibility claim is theoretically prior to the evaluative element, in the sense that the latter only has any traction if DBS is reversible in at least some respects. Perhaps for this reason, in their critique of the reversibility claim, Stahl *et al* do not concern themselves with the evaluative question of whether we should attribute particular normative significance to reversibility per se. Instead, they attack the descriptive element of the reversibility claim, by querying whether DBS is in fact reversible. Having outlined how '... DBS is widely perceived to be a better substitute for classical lesioning because of its perceived reversibility and adjustability,'[@R20] they go on to note:

> The possibility of brain lesioning, while unintended and less severe than in other procedures, is still present as the mere insertion of the electrodes can cause irreparable tissue damage to the patient's brain.[@R20] (p 5)

Stahl *et al* are right to raise this point. Data from postmortem studies of patients who had undergone DBS in the treatment of a movement disorder have shown that lead insertion, and perhaps even chronic stimulation, can lead to a small amount of brain tissue damage, including glial scarring.[@R21] There is also emerging evidence of other non-stimulation-dependent neurological effects of treatment beyond the possibility of microlesioning. For example, Diana Ruge and colleagues have explored the retention of clinical effects of DBS following the cessation of stimulation in patients undergoing DBS for movement disorders for over 4.5 years.[@R22] They note the possibility that prolonged stimulation of this sort may produce long-term neural reorganisation underlying the persisting clinical effect.[@R22] Maslen *et al* have also described a case of unexpected complications of DBS treatment for chronic pain, in which two patients developed de novo epilepsy following treatment.[@R24] There is also some emerging evidence of non-stimulation-dependent psychiatric effects of DBS in depression.[@R25]

In addition to evidence of non-stimulation-dependent effects, Jennifer Mundale has pointed out that the absence of evidence about the long-term effects of DBS treatment should weaken the credence that we lend to the descriptive element of the reversibility claim. We have insufficient evidence to establish with certainty the truth (or falsity) of the claim that DBS is (or is not) reversible over long periods of time.[@R26]

In light of the above, it might appear that the reversibility claim is dead in the water, and that it should no longer be invoked in order to claim that DBS is a morally preferable treatment modality to lesioning. However, as I shall explain below, this conclusion would be too hasty. Prior to doing so, it is important to clarify some different aspects of the descriptive claim.

First, when the claim pertains to DBS *in toto*, it is unlikely to be true that DBS is wholly reversible. Reversibility in this sense is not binary; rather, the reversibility of a procedure *in toto* is likely to admit of degree, on the basis that procedures will differ with respect to both the number and significance of their reversible effects. In order to assess the degree to which an intervention is reversible, we need to assess the quality and number of its reversible effects.

In making this assessment, it is important to distinguish two senses of reversibility that we might mean to invoke. The concepts of reversibility and irreversibility may be used to track claims about the *permanence* of a state of affairs. We may say that a necessary and sufficient condition of a change from state S1 to state S2 at time *t* being 'permanent' is that following *t*, S2 obtains and there is 'no going back' to S1 after *t*. A non-permanent, or temporary change is simply one that is not fixed in this way; although S2 occurs after *t*, S1 may still be able to obtain at some later point. Notice that the permanence of an effect is a binary matter.

Of course, under this description there is one permanent change that *any* medical procedures will evince. Once one has undergone a medical procedure (at *t*), one cannot (at *t+1*) change the fact that this description about one's past now obtains. Notably, that this fact obtains may have had important implications for one's well-being following (t). For example, the fact that a patient began receiving a treatment 1 year ago might mean that they enjoyed a higher quality of life in the past year than they would have otherwise.

I mention this kind of permanent change only to set it aside. In thinking about the changes that DBS evinces (and whether or not they are permanent), we are not primarily interested in the trivial point that the aforementioned sort of facts about the past must obtain permanently. We should of course be mindful of such facts, and the implications that they might have for the states to which it might be possible for a patient to return once they have embarked on a treatment path. However, in this context, we are primarily interested in the *prospective* effects of DBS, effects concerning which one can sensibly ask the question 'can this state of affairs be changed in the future?'

Crucially, there may also be a sense in which we also use the concept of reversibility to capture more than just a claim about non-permanence. In a stronger sense of reversibility, it is not sufficient that the change be temporary; it must also be the case that one is able to *control* (to some extent) when and whether S1 or S2 obtains after *t*. I shall call this sense of reversibility 'full-blooded' reversibility, and refer to reversibility *simpliciter* when I mean to refer to the sense of reversibility that is meant to capture only considerations of non-permanence.

On both understandings, permanent changes will always be irreversible changes (and vice versa). However, on the full-blooded understanding, there may be some temporary changes that one cannot control. To illustrate, the common cold is a temporary medical condition; if you have it, you will not typically have it for long. However, although we can use remedies to manage its symptoms to some degree, we can exert little control over when our immune system will 'cure' us by successfully fighting off the infection. Should we say then that the common cold is reversible? The answer depends on whether we mean to ask whether it is reversible *simpliciter*, or reversible in a full-blooded sense.

To be clear, I am not concerned with the question of which sense of reversibility is 'correct'. Rather, I draw the distinction here because although stimulation-dependent effects of DBS can be understood as being reversible in both senses, this is not true of all of the non-stimulation-dependent effects that critics of DBS have recently discussed, as I shall now explain.

The evaluative claim {#s2}
====================

Stahl *et al* mount a convincing attack against the descriptive element of the reversibility claim understood in a particularly strong sense. It is true that DBS *in toto* is not wholly reversible; it is not the case that it has *only* reversible effects. However, as I shall now explain, this need not be the sense that defenders of the reversibility claim mean to invoke, particularly in light of the evaluative element of the reversibility claim.

Notably, Stahl *et al* do not attend to this evaluative element of the reversibility claim. Accordingly, let me begin by illustrating the importance of drawing out both the descriptive and evaluative elements of the reversibility claim. Consider the following: Even minor superficial surgery leads to a permanent scar; it thereby has an irreversible effect. This descriptive claim is also true of an amputation surgery that causes the permanent loss of a limb. However, the mere fact that the two procedures share the property of 'having permanent and irreversible effects' does not imply that that we should evaluate them equivalently. The two effects clearly have considerably different implications for our evaluation of the procedure.

This raises the question of what might affect the strength of the reasons associated with different irreversible effects. Naturally, I cannot provide a full account here, but one plausible suggestion is that the strength of such reasons is significantly affected by the implications of the effect for the individual's well-being. The permanent loss of a limb is more significant than the development of a permanent scar in part because we can expect the former to be considerably more detrimental to the individual's well-being than the latter. Considerations of permanence have particular relevance in this regard, because the duration of a harm can feature prominently in our assessment of its impact on our well-being. Alternatively, advocates of patient autonomy might maintain that patients should determine the strength of the reasons associated with different irreversible effects.

I will return to this issue below. At this point though, I want to stress that in demonstrating that DBS is not *wholly* reversible, Stahl *et al* are arguing against a straw man. If one is to mount a telling objection to the reversibility claim, one has to engage with both its descriptive and evaluative elements. The key question is whether the irreversible features of DBS that one has identified ground comparably weighty reasons to the irreversible features of brain lesioning procedures. Notably, Stahl *et al* fail to defend such a claim.

Indeed, at least some of the irreversible effects of DBS outlined in the previous section arguably have limited implications for our evaluation of the intervention. For instance, the possibility that DBS may produce long-term neural reorganisation that could underlie a persisting clinical effect is not clearly problematic. To see why, consider that on the basis of their evidence, Ruge *et al* hypothesise that neural reorganisation may occur in patients who have received long term-stimulation of more than 4.5 years,[@R22] noting that a persistent clinical effect was not similarly observed in a previous on/off study of DBS after only 6 months of treatment.[@R27] [^ii^](#fn2){ref-type="fn"} Accordingly, even assuming that Ruge *et al*'s hypothesis is correct, the neural reorganisation they propose arises in patients following *years* of prolonged stimulation. As such, patients will have a considerable amount of time to get used to the effects of treatment and/or to cease it before this permanent, irreversible, *clinically beneficial* effect obtains.

Furthermore, brain tissue damage of the sort involved in the microlesioning that Stahl *et al* emphasise does not ground particularly weighty moral reasons per se. We have little evidence to suggest that this damage adversely affects patient well-being among the many patients who have already undergone DBS for movement disorders. However, in light of Mundale's point highlighted above, this can only form a partial response to the problem at hand. Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence, and we do not have sufficient data about the effects of long-term brain stimulation and/or the tissue damage caused by electrode implantation to be certain about their effects on patient well-being.

Yet, with respect to the effects of tissue damage caused by electrode damage there is scope for challenging the claim that the observed effects are truly permanent. The little data that we have are equivocal about the permanence of such changes. Although there is evidence that beneficial implantation effects in some patients can be maintained without stimulation (as described above), there is also evidence to suggest that some clinical effects of implantation-associated lesioning typically abate shortly after implantation.[@R26] So, even if there are some effects of implantation-associated lesioning, it is not clear that these effects will be permanent. However, while this may entail that the effects may be reversible simpliciter, this does not entail that the changes are reversible in the full-blooded sense. In this regard, we may note that implantation-associated lesioning effects that are reversible in this way would still differ from stimulation-dependent effects of DBS, which are in contrast reversible in the full-blooded sense.

Below, I shall explain why full-blooded reversibility can have normative significance beyond reversibility *simpliciter*. At this point though, it should be clear that the above observations should lead defenders of DBS to temper the overly broad descriptive claim that 'DBS is reversible.' However, they should not lead us to abandon a nuanced version of the reversibility claim. The reason for this is that we have a great deal of evidence from the use of DBS in movement disorders to suggest that both important therapeutic effects and also unintended side effects of the procedure, across a range of targets, can bestimulation dependent in the short term. This is quite compatible with the claim that DBS may have some permanent and irreversible features, and the fact that we lack *long-term* evidence regarding the reversibility of changes following chronic stimulation, both in terms of reversibility *simpliciter* and 'full-blooded reversibility'.

Accordingly, I do not believe that Stahl *et al* discredit the descriptive element of the reversibility claim that is actually operative in the most plausible account of how DBS differs from lesioning procedures. But what can be said in favour of the evaluative claim (which Stahl *et al* do not address) that features of DBS that are stimulation dependent in the short term should carry normative significance?

Again, considerations of well-being and autonomy plausibly play an explanatory role here. Let me begin by discussing the implications of non-permanence, which features in both reversibility *simpliciter* and 'full-blooded' reversibility. As I suggested above, with respect to a harm's duration it seems straightforwardly true, *ceteris paribus*, that a permanent harm is worse than a temporary harm, at least when considered in isolation. However, the prudential calculation in comparing DBS and brain lesioning procedures is more complex than simply weighing temporary harms against permanent harms. The reason for this is that we must also trade these features off against the weighting of the potentially permanent benefits of lesioning, compared with the temporary (although repeatable in a continuous manner) benefits promised by DBS. While permanent harms are clearly worse than temporary harms *ceteris paribus*, the permanent benefit afforded by a therapeutically effective lesioning procedure would be better than the temporary benefit of an equally therapeutically effective DBS intervention. After all, the therapeutic effect of lesioning would be achieved without the prudential cost of the long-term maintenance of a DBS device and its attendant risks. With respect to well-being alone then, the reversibility of DBS may not speak wholly in its favour.

Considerations of autonomy arguably lend stronger support to the claim that the reversible nature of DBS' effects is normatively significant, particularly given their 'full-blooded' reversibility. At the outset, it should be acknowledged that there are a number of obstacles to obtaining valid informed consent to *either* DBS or lesioning procedures, particularly in the psychiatric context. Due to the experimental nature of the procedures in this context, clinical teams will typically only be able to provide limited information about the potential risks and benefits of the procedures. Moreover, candidate patients may have borderline decision-making capacity, and they are likely to be in a position of considerable vulnerability, given the intractable nature of their condition.[@R28]

However, the fact that many stimulation-dependent effects of DBS are reversible *simpliciter* and 'full-blooded' reversible means that DBS facilitates the exercise of patient autonomy in a number of ways that lesioning procedures cannot. First, the reversibility of DBS in this sense allows for greater opportunities for patients to make autonomous decisions about the course of their treatment. Unlike lesioning procedures, DBS is not a one-off intervention, but rather an ongoing therapeutic process requiring repeated instances of stimulation. By virtue of this, the patient is able to exercise autonomous choice diachronically in a way that the recipient of lesioning procedure cannot. If she chooses to undergo DBS, she is not forever committed to its effects; rather, she can gain a deeper understanding of how the treatment affects her, and choose whether the effects in question are ones that she wishes to support by continuing treatment, and when to reinitiate or cease these effects. This is a particularly important feature of DBS when considering its application in disorders where the perceived absence of control plays a significant role in the targeted psychopathology.[@R30]

Furthermore, this feature of DBS also allows patients to realise more of their informed preferences. To illustrate, suppose treatment X leads a patient to develop a foreseen but unintended adverse side-effect. A patient who had been willing to consent to undergo X on the basis of their understanding of the risks of the side-effect associated with X prior to treatment may also have been counterfactually *unwilling* to undergo treatment if she had known that the foreseeable but unintended side effect in question would *in fact* occur. Where X and its side effects are reversible in a full-blooded sense, this has the straightforward implication for autonomy that the patient's preference to avoid these unwanted effects in such a scenario is actionable.

A final way in which the reversibility of stimulation-dependent effects of DBS facilitates autonomy is that it provides a way in which to overcome a significant obstacle to obtaining valid consent to any intervention that radically ameliorates an otherwise treatment refractory disorder. Any such medical intervention is plausibly an example of what Laurie Paul has described as a 'transformative experience'. A transformative experience is one that is both radically new to the agent and that also changes her in a fundamental way.[@R31] Both brain lesioning procedures and DBS can plausibly be transformative in this sense. A much-discussed case study of DBS (in Parkinson's disease) described by Leentjens *et al* provides a compelling example.[@R32]

In this case, a patient undergoing DBS for Parkinson's disease began to experience a stimulation-dependent manic state that rendered him mentally incompetent. Although this abated when stimulation was ceased, ceasing stimulation exacerbated his motor impairment. Accordingly, the patient could choose either (A) to cease stimulation and to be admitted to a nursing home because of physical invalidity, but retaining their mental competence, or (B) to continue stimulation and to be admitted to a psychiatric ward because of their manic state, but with acceptable motor capacity. Crucially, because the patient's stimulation-dependent manic state could be reversed, the patient retained capacity to make his own treatment decision on this matter when not under stimulation. The patient chose to continue stimulation.

The inducement of a manic state is plausibly an example of a transformative experience. It is radically new in the sense that it may lead one to engage in uncharacteristic and erratic behaviours, as well as exhibiting different, unintelligible, moods. Of course, it is rare for a patient to face this sort of dichotomous choice between mental capacity and physical impairment. Nonetheless, unexpected complications of these procedures do occur, sometimes with unpredictable effects for the individual patient; and as this case illustrates, such experiences can appropriately be construed as transformative.

However, ethical issues related to transformative experiences in DBS are not restricted to rare and striking cases. A more common transformative adverse effect of these interventions might be the so-called 'burden of normality' that they may impose on patients, a burden typified by adverse psychological, behavioural, affective and sociological effects.[@R33] The 'burden of normality' refers to the difficulties that some patients may experience when they receive effective treatment, particularly for a chronic condition that may have been at the forefront of their lives for a long period. The effects of this burden following neurosurgical interventions detailed by Gilbert can deeply affect patients' emotional lives, values and relationships in ways that may be radically new to them, particularly if they have been chronic sufferers of a psychiatric disease.[@R34]

The fact that neurosurgical interventions may elicit a transformative experience raises further problems for patient autonomy beyond those outlined above. A defining feature of a transformative experience is that the agent lacks epistemic access to what it will be like to undergo that experience.[@R31] Accordingly, if autonomous decision-making requires substantial understanding of one's options, it is unclear whether one can autonomously decide to undergo a treatment that we believe will elicit a transformative experience. Moreover, such an experience might serve to change the very values that undergird autonomous decision-making; this possibility is particularly salient in the psychiatric context, where the aim of treatment may be to alter the patient's evaluative stance.

If one accepts that neurosurgical interventions can elicit transformative experiences, then there is a further way in which the full-blooded reversibility of DBS has normative significance. Such reversibility matters because it allows an avenue for circumventing this obstacle to consenting to treatments that we believe might elicit a transformative experience. Unlike lesioning procedures, DBS can grant the recipient some degree of epistemic access to what it will be like to undergo a transformative experience, without permanently committing them to that state of being. Moreover, the patient can control when and whether the changed state obtains. Consider the Leentjens *et al*'s case. In this case, the patient decided to continue DBS treatment having been granted epistemic access both to what it was like to suffer from severe motor impairment, and also what it was like to suffer from a manic state without that motor impairment. A procedure that was not reversible in this manner would not allow the patient such an opportunity; the choice to undergo the procedure would commit the patient to that unknown and radically changed state of being. DBS allows for this opportunity, and for the patient to control when and whether the changed state obtains.

Conclusion {#s3}
==========

Advocates of DBS have been too loose in their descriptions of the intervention as reversible *simpliciter*, and critics are quite right to object to this. Moreover, both sides of the debate should agree on the need to further investigate the neural effects of long-term stimulation, particularly at a time when DBS is being considered as a treatment for psychiatric diseases that typically have a far earlier onset than the movement disorders for which the procedure is more commonly used.

However, dispensing with the reversibility claim on this basis would be to throw the baby out with the bathwater. DBS can have some effects, both good and bad, which are stimulation dependent in the short term, and therefore reversible in that period. Moreover, the kinds of effect in question can bear significant weight in the prudential cost-benefit analysis of treatment. Indeed, the fact that the effects of a medical intervention are reversible in the short term may make the difference between a patient being willing to consent to treatment and a patient refusing treatment.

We should not abandon a version of the reversibility claim that is more sensitive to empirical data, and which distinguishes the normative significance of different reversible features, and different forms of reversibility. Of course, establishing this version of the reversibility claim is not alone sufficient to establish that DBS is a preferable treatment modality to lesioning procedures. The *ceteris paribus* clause is hugely important here. Such an argument would require attending to further considerations of safety, efficacy, cost-effectiveness and various patient selection criteria that might be relevant for different disorders and different neural targets. However, the reversibility that DBS does exhibit can be of considerable moral significance. We should thus not abandon the reversibility claim without strong countervailing empirical evidence and moral arguments.
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Although, for some criticisms of Liu's study, see ref [@R30].

Ruge *et al* caveat this by noting that (1) their patients might have behaved differently compared with Tisch *et al*'s group; and that (2) since Tisch *et al* did not study patients after 48 hours withdrawal from DBS, it cannot be ruled out that the immediate adverse clinical effects of turning DBS off (observed in Tisch *et al*'s study) may not have persisted beyond that period.
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